**TRANSIT PROJECTS - BUS**

**Bus Service Improvements**
(Projects 101.1 to 101.4)
- More Bus Routes
- More Bus Trips
- More Shelters
- Dedicated Lanes
- Separate Facilities
- Vehicle Identity
- Off-Bus Fare Payment
- Bus Priority Treatments
- Integration with Other Modes, including bicycles and ridesharing

---

**TRANSIT PROJECTS - RAIL**

**HART Technology**
H-2 to Pearl Highlands

*Left example shows H-2 median adjacent to new Koa Ridge development. Alignment could continue to Millilani and Wahiawa (Projects 102.1 and 102.6)*

**Light Rail**
Shown in Millilani Mauka to Leeward Community College. A branch could continue Kamehameha Highway to Wahiawa (Project 102.2)

**Gondola**
Millilani to Pearl Highlands (Project 102.8)

---

**TRANSIT PROJECTS - FACILITIES**

**Median Park & Ride**
Top, H-2 median adjacent to Koa Ridge Development.
(Project 102.3)

Bottom, South Everett Park & Ride median, I-5.

**Freeway Flyer Stops**
Left, Millilani H-2 off-ramp and Seattle example with bus only access lane, flyer stop, and pedestrian bridge.

Top, Millilani and Millilani Mauka connection to the H-2 flyer stops with pedestrian bridge and bus only lanes.
(Project 102.4)